
 
遥視煉丹功 Long Vision Training Dan Gong 

Long Vision Training Dan Gong 遥視煉丹功  is one of the high level skills in the Dayan Gong 
System. Its purpose is to help open the Sky-Eye and it is based on stimulating acupuncture points, 
training at a specific time and uses special numbers.  
 
The Sky-Eye is a special part of the human body. Most people never open it and so they cannot 
sense the energy around them. As a result they can easily have accidents and make mistakes. 
However with the Sky-Eye open we can sense the energy around us and so we can feel danger 
and avoid some big accidents in the same way animals do. 
 
The best time to practise this skill is 3-5am. The morning is best as at this time the Lung Channel 
is strongest and the Qi in nature is freshest. Regular practise can help you open the Sky-Eye so 
that you can sense Qi and maybe even be able to see it! 
 
1. 放鬆站立   Relaxed Stance 
2. 氣到天目   Qi goes through the Sky Eye 
3. 再到太陽   And Reaches Taiyang 
4. 太陽到百會  From Taiyang to Baihui 
5. 身直飛上   Straighten the Body to Fly Up 
6. 接地下腰   Land on the Earth and Bend the Waist 
7. 羅肌轉腰   Turn the Loujin 
8. 再到風池風府  Reach to Fengchi,  Fengfu 
9. 大雁天目觀  Wild Goose looks with the Sky Eye 
10. 大雁上丹開  Wild Goose opens the Upper Dantian 
11. 收氣入丹  Collecting the Qi to the Dantian 
12. 站立梅花鉆  Standing with Plum Blossom Fingers 
13. 梅花鉆點穴 Plum Blossom Fingers open the points (Touwei 頭維, Taiyang 太陽  
                             Fengchi 風池, Daying 大迎, Qihu 氣户 - count to 14 at each point) 
14. 七星北斗  Seven Star Big Dipper (count to 49) 
15. 抬膀旋轉  Lift up the Wings and Spiral (49 times) 
16. 默念口訣導引  Recite the poem by heart (7 times) 
 
口訣 Kǒu Jué Poem 

 
遥視來煉丹 Yáo shì lái liàn dān   - Long Vision training internal Dan Gong, 
弟子寅時練 Dì zǐ yín shí liàn  - As students we train at the Yin time (3-5am) 
七星北斗照心胸 Qī xīng běi dǒu zhào xīn xiōng   - Seven Stars of the Big Dipper Shine on my heart 
練功功成定成功 Liàn gōng gōng chéng dìng chéng gong  - Consistent practise will bring 
success. 

17. 遥視煉丹   Long Vision Training Dan 
18. 收功  Shou Gong  
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